
  

   

Ready Steady Revise  
by Charlotte  

How ? 

We got lightener packs, which are 

folders which we keep key note 

cards in about our different 

subjects.  

What? 

We use them to revise at home and 

in school sometimes teachers let us 

have 10 minutes in lessons to look 

at our lightener packs because they 

believe it is a good way of 

remembering the subjects we learnt 

and can’t come back to.  

When? 

It first started with some students in 

Y10 who do BTEC sport. They got 

them and the news was then passed 

around to all their friends, one of 

my friends who does BTEC sport, her 

name is Samantha. When she first 

told me, about It, I asked my Drama 

teacher and then we started to get 

them for most subjects now we 

have a good and exciting way to 

revise.  

Who? 

The teachers know we have full 

potential to do well in class and n 

our exams so they want to help us.  

 

How I use it in English  

Our English teachers gave us Romeo and 

Juliet cards and they are double sided so 

the quote and the question are on 1 side 

and the answers on the other.  

When you have finished a question and 

get it right you push it forward if you get 

three right one wrong you push them all 

back.  

You also get on the quote side a question 

about what use of language it uses and 

how is it helpful.  

Sapphire:  useful to me because it is a 

good source of, revision and memory.  

 Doddle 

Doddle is a quick and easy way to revise 

and do our homework 

Mrs Stoker: “I think that Doddle is a 

powerful tool for teachers to track 

student progress and students to 

understand what they are doing well but 

more importantly what they need to do to 

improve.” 

 

Other revision methods 

Yr 10 students after school every day 

have revision to support their GCSE. 

We do the revision we have on the 

day which is a good way to help 

revise without anyone around you 

and a quite environment where you 

have friends and teachers to support 

you.   

At our school Y10 students are doing 

their RE GCSE early; it will be good to 

get one out of the way.  

 

There are many ways to revise; it is 

important that you try different 

strategies and use the one that is 

right for you! 

 

Ready … steady … revise!  


